A new day dawns on Boone Lake…
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Letter from your president
Back to Summer Pool!!
We made it!! The lake is at summer pool levels and will stay there until autumn when the “usual” drawdown begins to bring the water level down to traditional winter pool next month.
For your Association, these events have generated more challenges than we have ever seen in our
history dating back to 1983 when the Boone Lake Association (BLA) was formed.
BLA has worked hard during the past six years to get ready for this time. We correctly anticipated,
based on many years of working to keep Boone Lake clean of trash and assorted items of every
imaginable sort, that the lake would be challenged with cuttings, logs, trees, and trash. To meet that
challenge, we hired new staﬀ and purchased equipment which would help us to do our job more
eﬀectively. We now have one Trash Skimmer at work on the Watauga side of the Lake, and are
working hard to complete funding for a similar unit to be used on the Holston arm of the reservoir.
Already we know that with this equipment we can remove a lot more trash in a shorter period of time.
But it takes money to employ people and support our machines. Your group has worked hard, and the
community has responded, to generate the dollars which literally fuel our work. After some lean years
while our traditional contributor base expressed their frustration over the Lake drawdown by reducing
their financial support, 2021 has reversed that trend and we are so happy to have the community
behind us once again. Thank You, all.
Our phones ring constantly: there is a tree under my dock; there is so much “stuﬀ” around my launch
that I can’t even get my boat in the water; the Lake is clogged at Mile Marker such and such; there is
a sunken boat; or there is a houseboat (turns out it was several) washed up in the cove near me. This
is what we do, and with our partnership with TVA and logistics support from BDRC, we have done our
very best. Kudos to all who have worked so diligently to get the Lake back to usable condition. If we
haven’t been to your part of the lake again, please be patient. We keep a list!
Our annual Boone Lake Clean-Up returned to the traditional last Saturday in April for the 22nd version.
It could not have been a worse day: cold and pouring rain, but we were blessed with many volunteers
and collected a lot of trash and debris. See a full report on page 3.
In closing, the Lake sure looks awesome. It is so good to have the water back. We are working hard,
and area folks are helping in so many ways to get the lake back to clean and safe. I hear the fishing is
good, with expectations of more and better to come as the fish breed in the newly exposed
vegetation. Warm weather is arriving as I write this. Please enjoy your Lake. Be careful. Be safe. Be
thankful that our Lake is back.
For the Association,
Val Kosmider

Boone Lake Annual Clean-Up
How excited we were to be able to return to our
regular Annual Clean Up. As Val mentioned in his
letter it was not a very nice day weather-wise but
that didn’t stop many Lake loving volunteers from
coming out to help and earn the opportunity to
take home “Cash for Trash”. A couple hundred
volunteers, plus TVA and our lake operations
crew, braved the day to bring in 7 tons of trash,
77 tires, and this year’s plague: Styrofoam (57
blocks) from deteriorating docks. Following this
tremendous eﬀort, the rain stopped, and we fed
the crowd at Winged Deer Park, enjoyed music by
Boone Lake Trash, and gave away $1200 to forty
lucky volunteers. All-together, another successful
clean-up. We thank you, the Lake thanks you and
the community thanks you.

Moe’s Original
Barbeque Fundraiser
We want to thank the folks from
Moe’s and all of the folks who
came out to support BLA. It was
a great day and we took in
$2700.00. We are so grateful for
your continued support… and
boy, was that barbeque good!!!

One of several dumpsters!

Enjoying the picnic

Bringing in a load of trash

TWRA Stocks Boone Lake
In early June TWRA stocked Boone Lake with 50,000 F1
largemouth bass fingerlings, a cross between a Northern
Largemouth and Florida Largemouth. According to TWRA Region 4
Fisheries Program Coordinator, Bart Carter, the F1 cross will jump
start the process of producing a bigger, more aggressive fish. The
fish release was split between the S. Holston and Watauga sides of
Boone Lake. A special thank you to past and current Wildlife
Commissioners, Chad Baker and Tommy Woods for making this
happen. They personally oversaw the stocking and made sure
those fish have the best possible chance for survival.

Help Needed!

Owners Bridgett and AJ Murphee (on
right) and their support crew Joe and
Jenn Huss

We are looking for someone to assist in publishing the
Shoreliner. This should not be a time-consuming task. Four to
six times per year the board will provide information and pictures
for an email edition of the Shoreliner. If you are interested in
helping us, please let us know by emailing BLA at
boonelakeassociation@gmail.com.

Water Quality Monitoring
Watauga Side Help Needed!

Contributor Update
GARY PARKER

As we have passed the half way mark in 2021
your BLA is doing well when compared with
2020. The lake level was back to normal
summer pool in July. TVA and BLA continue to
work hard to remove trash and debris. Donors
that stopped contributing when the dam failed
are slowly returning and we have seen a slight
uptick in completely new donors to our
organization. The regular contributors for 2021
stand at 425, 21 of those contributed multiple
times. The regular contributor income to date
is $71,985 yielding an average contribution of
$169. So we have surpassed the 2020
contributor count and our revenue has
exceeded that since 2018. We have a long
way to go to match the 600 contributors that
we had back in 2014 but we are working hard
toward that goal. You can help. Spread the
word that BLA needs everyone who enjoys
the lake to help us keep it safe, clean and
beautiful. BLA appreciates your generosity
and we look forward to continued success.

JIM SLAIGHT

Once again, BLA’s Water Quality Monitoring results showed how
lucky we are to have Boone Lake as a recreational resource.
Overall water quality estimates at the six sites monitored
continued to be “Good” and E.coli levels were very low and well
within EPA guidelines.
We were fortunate last month to have Phil and Dee Mehringer
along with Jay Wise and me to monitor three sites on the
Watauga side. Phil, Dee and Jay graciously volunteered to
monitor three South Holston sites the following week and will
continue to check the South Holston side. With the lake back to
normal summer pool levels and double Boone Lake’s surface
area we can’t eﬀectively monitor more than one side in a day.
We desperately need a volunteer or two to monitor three sites
on the Watauga side once a month. It shouldn’t take more than
three hours to take readings and bring the samples to the
Johnson City Water Treatment Plant for E.coli testing. If you’re
interested in how clean the Watauga side of Boone Lake is for
your family’s swimming and boating, send us an email at
boonelakeassociation@gmail.com or call us at 423-360-5057
and leave a message.

July Water Quality Monitoring Results

A Marina Update
Our local Marinas were busy getting ready for Summer 2021. Here are some
highlights from a few of them. Be sure to support all the Boone Lake Marinas!!

Boone Lake Marina

Jay’s Boat Dock

With the lake finally rising, Boone Lake Marina has
been very busy preparing for lake life to return to
normal. Last year, Boone Lake Marina took on the
Malibu and Axis Wake Boat lines and became the
new local Liquid Force Dealer carrying a full line of
wakeboard and surfboards to go along with this
great boat line. Aside from the dealership, many
changes to the marina have taken place over the
last few months in preparation for summer 2021,
including demolition and the addition of the new
bulk head. The bulk head will allow a more fluid
process for launch customers and slip customers
alike when being placed in the water. Along with
the bulk head, Boone Lake Marina has also
brought their docks in 180ft closer to shore. They
are the closest they have ever been! This provides
a shorter distance for their customers to haul their
coolers and gear, making it more convenient to get
out on the lake. There are many changes and plans
ahead including the addition of more covered slips
and updating the fuel pump for on the water gas
customers. These changes are being made to help
improve the boating experience on Boone Lake
now and for years to come.

In preparation for the comeback of Boone Lake,
Jay’s Boat Dock has been busy working on some
exciting changes. As lake levels rise, boats slips
are being repositioned and new walkways are
being constructed. New slips will be constructed
later this year. An ongoing project will be focused
on the floating cabin community at Jay’s. The main
two objectives are to freshen up the appearance of
the floating cabins, while making upgrades to meet
the new restrictions. New to Jay’s this year is
Nick’s Anchored. This restaurant is brought to you
by the folks that run Nick’s Chicken in Kingsport.
Their menu includes the typical lake fare of
cheeseburger and smoked wings along with some
unexpected, more sophisticated items such as
grilled grouper sandwich, hummus, and a
watermelon/goat cheese salad.

Sonny’s
Sonny’s is happy to announce that they are
starting oﬀ the summer of 2021 with the reopening of Sonny’s Marina & Café. Under new
ownership, Terry Montgomery, Michael Whitehead
and Preston Whitehead have teamed up with the
French Quarter and will be open all summer long.
With newly renovated boat slips, live bands, and
lake rentals, Sonny’s Marina & Café is greeting
guests with open arms! They are looking forward
to a great summer of fun in the sun out on Boone
Lake.

Rockingham
The folks at Rockingham have been making
several improvements anticipating the return of
Boone Lake to full pool.
• Launching of a new web site,
www.rockinghammarina.com
• The addition of new boat slips
• Improvements to customer directional signage
• The addition of a walkway with access for
temporary customer and transient boat
dockage.
• Improvements to the existing boat store/café
• Oﬀering of new "in water" boat detailing
service.
• Increased boating accessory inventory in the
boat store
• Additional parking spaces
• Numerous improvement to "Rockingham
Manor" rental home that overlooks the harbor
and marina.

Hard Work Keeps Boone Lake Clean, Safe and Beautiful
The July 4th holiday weekend witnessed another
significant event in the Tri-Cities area as the
Tennessee Valley Authority raised Boone Lake to its
Ordinary High-Water Mark of 1,382 feet above sea
level. This marks the first time Boone Lake has been
at full-pool since the discovery of erosion near the
dam in the Fall of 2014.
With the dam repaired, water cleanliness on Boone
Lake remains a concern. More than six-years of
growth and debris have accumulated on the lakebed
and shoreline creating hazardous conditions for
recreational water users, fishermen and local
residents of the lake. The TVA contracted crews and
Boone Lake Association volunteers and employees
work diligently cleaning the waters and reminding
boaters of debris in the lake.
The TVA is a governmental agency created by an act
of Congress in 1933 to improve the navigation and
provide for flood control of the Tennessee River.
Boone Lake Association is a local, grass-roots,
nonprofit organization formed in 1983 to oversee the
water quality of Boone Lake. Close coordination
between the two groups keeps Boone Lake Clean,
Safe and Beautiful.
Boone Lake is located in northeast Tennessee, fed
by the Holston River to the northeast and Watauga
River to the southeast, and was created in 1952 by
the TVA for hydroelectric power, flood control and
recreation. The Lake’s shoreline is more than 130
miles and it is named after frontiersman Daniel
Boone who had a significant and historical impact in
the area.
Lifelong Johnson City native, retiree and Boone
Lake resident, Jay Wise, supervisor of Lake
Operations for the Boone Lake Association, is on
the lake nearly every day coordinating eﬀorts of
three to four, full-time BLA employees cleaning,
removing, burning and disposing of debris from the
lake. Membership drives, donations, fund raisers
and grants fund BLA initiatives.
“Our main mission is to clean the lake and make it
as safe and as beautiful as possible,” said Wise who
has been associated with BLA since 2002. “I’ve
lived on the lake most of my life,” added Wise who
has fond memories of swimming in the lake as a

child. When he was old enough to move out on his
own, he always managed to rent an apartment near
the lake in seven diﬀerent locations, he said. “I’ve
always been close to the lake.”
On this day, Wise is teamed up with 19-year-old
Jonathan Milbourne from Elizabethton, hired in April
to work through the summer as he prepares for the
fall semester at the University of Tennessee,
Chattanooga where he will study mechanical
engineering. The two launched in the “War Eagle,” a
24-foot, flat-bottomed boat donated by TVA, from
Rockingham Marina where one of BLA’s four boats
is located.
Milbourne said the lake has changed a great deal
since he started. “The lake’s up about 15-feet with
lots of terrain changes,” he said. “When I first
started there were large slicks of floating debris and
so we used the skimmer boat by Pickens Bridge for
a solid week.” Now, we have “transitioned to big
piles and bigger pieces which are backed up into
the coves and along peoples bank lines. “Every time
the water rises there’s more debris floating.”

Wise navigates out of the marina responding and
coordinating with TVA and BLA personnel
concerning the location of debris on the lake. He will
remain in contact with other BLA contributors
throughout the day assisting in the coordination
eﬀorts. Wise’s ultimate goal is to fully outfit two
boats, one operating on the Holsten side and one on
the Watauga side but due to shortages of both
funding and personnel, it’s not possible at this time,
he said. Several weeks back one of the full-time
employees broke his ankle jumping oﬀ the boat and
remains on convalescence, limiting the range and
total number of boats on the water.
Keeping waterways clean on Boone Lake is also a
priority for nearby property owners. John Osborne
has lived on the lake for seven-years and
coordinates with his neighbors removing debris and
burning it when possible. If debris is too large,
homeowners can notify Wise and his crews or TVA

for assistance. Osborne’s greatest fear is that
someone gets hurt by submerged logs while
jumping oﬀ a dock or running over debris in a boat.
“This debris they are picking up barely floats on the
water so it’s sort of hidden under the water and it
can really hurt someone,” he said. The potential for
damage is catastrophic. They are real “life savers,”
he added.
Commercial businesses on Boone Lake also
support and request BLA assistance. Cindy Light,
general manager, Jay’s Boat Dock, said the lake is
looking great and she is looking forward to having
the lake back at its normal, summer-time level and
believes TVA and BLA have done an excellent job of
cleaning up the lake. Everyone is very excited about
the condition and the level of the lake, she said.
BLA has a positive impact on the condition of Boone
Lake but funding remains an issue for the non-profit
organization. Light would like to see more support
for the organization. There are many people who
take the BLA for granted by thinking, “somebody
will take care of it,” she said. “But if BLA were to go
away I don’t know what would happen to the lake.”
Help keep Boone Lake Clean, Safe and Beautiful.
Anyone can contribute to BLA by visiting
BooneLakeAssociation.org and clicking on “Donate
Now.”
This article was contributed by Phil Mehringer. Phil is
retired from USMC after 30 years of service. He
recently volunteered with the BLA crew. He even
brought his own chain saw!

And now a few words from you…
Your BLA Board wants to hear from you… following are just an example of comments and requests we
have received. If you know of an area that requires our aAenBon, please contact us.
Hi, your program is very much needed
and important to our lake!! We have
been members for about 20 years and
so appreciate all you all do for the lake.
We had two of your workers come up
and get some very big logs from
around our dock!! And truly they were
very professional gentlemen!! You are
very lucky to have these gentlemen!

I wanted to report that the cove
I live in has a lot of floating
logs and other debris. I wanted
to see if my name could be
added to I am sure a long list
for possible clean up?

Obstacle in water. When you
have a few minutes, I would
appreciate it if you would take a
peep at a fairly large (maybe 30
feet) houseboat that has been
sunk and underwater for the
last 12-24 months

In Memoriam.

Good Morning,
We have a huge slick in front of our house,
just down from Winged Deer Park. It has
been here about a week...and just grows and
moves around slightly. We are new lake
owners, and are just wondering what
happens to these? It is almost as wide as the
lake this morning. Thanks for any help you
can provide.

Is there a TVA number that I should call to inquire about
have them remove lumber from a cove on my property?
My name is …. My wife and I have been BLA members
for about 25 years. I live at the entrance to Allison Cove.
There is a large raft of lumber (some of it very large)
and I would really appreciate it if it could be removed
before the water comes up much farther.

Thank you for the clean up work. We do have a debris
raft near our dock at the upper end of Snyder Creek.

Thank you for all you do!

Many long time members of BLA will remember Ralph Roark. Ralph

passed away on July 6, 2021. Ralph lived most of his life on Boone Lake and ran Davis Marina
for several years. When BLA was formed, Ralph and his wife led the way at clean ups, group
meetings and were instrumental in helping to keep Boone Lake safe, clean and beautiful. Not
everyone on the lake knew Ralph, but they all enjoy the impact he had.

On the Lake, Summer 2021

The “dog days” of summer

Boone Lake… a great place to relax!

Jay Baldauf and Debbie Artie were married on their
lake dock.

Great catch!

And another day comes to a close…
sunset on Boone Lake.

Early summer as TVA begins Boone Lake return to full pool

2021 Contribution
Boone Lake Association
P.O. Box 111
Piney Flats, TN 37686
boonelakeassociation@gmail.com

THANK YOU TO THOSE THAT GENEROUSLY CONTRIBUTE
TO KEEP BOONE LAKE CLEAN AND SAFE
CONTRIBUTION LEVEL:

Please Print Clearly:

___$50+ Basic Contributor

Name:__________________________________________________________

___ $100+ Supporter

Spouse/partner:__________________________________________________

___ $250+ Partner

Mailing Address: ________________________________________________

___ $500 + Platinum

City:________________________________

___ $1000+ Major Sponsor

Email: __________________________________________________________

State: __

Zip: _______

Phone: _________________________________________________________
Please Donate by:
Check Payable to Boone Lake Association
Or
PayPal, US Friends and Family ,
Email: boonelakeassociation@gmail.com
Or
By credit card on boonelakeassociation.org

Property Address: ________________________________________________
Contact me about Volunteering

-----------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------In an effort to reduce our costs BLA would prefer to send an electronic copy of this receipt to your email account. If you
send a message to boonelakeassociation@gmail.com with your name and address we will include it in our contact list for
electronic mailings.

